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About 

 

I like  working  with  mathematics,  Statistics,  Data  mining  ,Big  data  analysis,  Machine  learing  classifier  and  cluster , 

Self-learning, writing and reading Travelling,  Competitions  and  programming  and  challenges ,technical support engineer 

,system admin,  Leaders and Endurance and was  officer at Egyptian  army. 

EDUCATION 

 

Beni Suef University, Beni Suef, Egypt - Bachelor of  copmuters and  information system   Computer Science  department 

September 2014 - July 2018 

Education degree : very good 3.3  from  4 GPA 

LANGUAGES 

 

 Arabic native. 

 English fluent. 

 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 

 Languages: C++ ,Python, R, C# windows forms, Matlab,java , Visual Studio 

 Concepts:  OOP, Advanced Algorithms,   Data   Structures,   Dynamic   Programming,   Image   Processing. 

 Working with system architecture general UML diagram for more projects. 

 Fast learner, very productive, adaptable person, friendly, and having crossed cultural. 

 Aiming always to be a software engineer, not  just  developing  using  specific  technology,  I  love  to  go  in  

depth in computer science, I love challenges, competitions, critical thinking, and problem solving. 

 I'm in a competition  with  time  to  achieve  more  in  the  shortest time, and to be more productive. 

 Database: Microsoft Access,excel,Sql,mysql,Orcale. 

 Team  leader  in  many  projects. 

 Interests:   Competitive   Programming,   Testing,   Embedded   System, web   developing, Data    science    ,Big 

data analysis, database admin. 

 HR (Human Resource at IEEE Beni_seuf student branch). 

 During my service in the armed forces, I worked on managing and leading a reconnaissance and eavesdropping 

group, organizing work, technical analysis of some problems, modifying, dismantling and installing devices, writing 

commands in CMD, terminal and working in some operating systems such as Windows and Linux, working in the 
field of networking for the group And connecting networks with other units to each other through the fourth 

generation network and the third generation networkAnd the installation of some programs and software on the 

devices of the group. 

 Other Skills: Self Learning, Problem Solving, writing some articles Work under any stress 

Training 

 

 Innovegypt program (training on technology innovation and entrepreneurship). 

 ACM-ICPC Professional Training Camp 

 ACM Professional training by caches that training Mohamed abdelwahab. 

 Training in ITI that talk about mobile developer in smart village 

 Embedded System training 

 Ideation marathon on the innovation and invention on the environments solutions 

 Certify from NTI at smart village in Big Data science. 

 Certify from Udacity in data analyst. 
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PROJECTS 

 

 Working with different technologies to build scalable, and  messaging system.SQL 

,AI,Data Mining, Machine learning  and  big  data  analysis  by  using  R  and  Python  languages   

 working projects with different  Data sets in Data mining, Machine learing, 

 Urgent Care: A medical system for urgent careextra.com C#, SQL , jQuery. 

 One CASA: like, helping teams to manage their tasks, MySQL, Birt reports, JavaScript. 

 When I was on the faculty   make  more  of  projects  Desktop  application  by  Database  by  Oracle  11g  

and  C#  and  Access  as  (supermarket  system,  hospital  system,   factory   system. 

 Projects of Web by Html ,CSS,jqouery,java script. 

 Some projects in embedded system and Arduino. 

 Build system architecture for registration system, supermarket  system,  hospital   system,   concrete   factory 

and some stores. 

 Make classifier and cluster for data in more environments work. 

 Graduation project in NLP   Question   Answering   system AI,   machine   learning   and   Deep   

learning. 

AWARDS & gifts 

 

 Participated in ACM ECPC 2015. 

 Participated in ACM ECPC 2016. 

 Participated in problem solving completion  organized by ACM MU 2016 with my team 

 Participated in problem solving completion  organized by ACM MU 2017 with my team 

 Participated in Mobile App Hackathon in ITI at smart village, Egypt, April 16, 17, 18 2015. 

 Participated in Mobile developer in ITI at smart village Egypt,Aprile 20,21,22,2017. 

 Certify from TICE at smart village as trainer on innovation and environment solutions. 

 Certify from NTI at smart village on big data science workshop. 

 Certify from the Egyptian army on database and devices maintain. 


